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Abstract

Current advances in the development of mobile and smart devices have generated

a growing demand for natural human-machine interaction and favored the intelli-

gent assistant metaphor, in which a single interface gives access to a wide range

of functionalities and services. Conversational systems constitute and important

enabling technology in this paradigm. However, they are usually defined to in-

teract in semantic-restricted domains in which users are offered a limited number

of options and functionalities. The design of multi-domain systems implies that

a single conversational system is able to assist the user in a variety of tasks. In

this paper we propose an architecture for the development of multi-domain con-

versational systems that allows: (1) integrating available multi and single domain

speech recognition and understanding modules, (2) combining available system in

the different domains implied so that it is not necessary to generate new expensive

resources for the multi-domain system, (3) achieving better domain recognition

rates to select the appropriate interaction management strategies. We have evalu-

ated our proposal combining three systems in different domains to show that the

proposed architecture can satisfactory deal with multi-domain dialogs.
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1. Introduction

A spoken dialog system (SDS) is a software that accepts natural language as
an input and produces natural language as an output engaging in a conversation
with the user [1, 2, 3]. To successfully manage the interaction with users, spoken
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dialog systems usually carry out five main tasks: automatic speech recognition
(ASR), natural language understanding (NLU), dialog management (DM), natural
language generation (NLG) and text-to-speech synthesis (TTS). These tasks are
usually implemented in different modules.

Recent advances in conversational interfaces has been propelled by the con-
vergence of three enabling technologies. First, the Web emerged as a universal
communications channel. Web-based dialog systems are scalable enterprise sys-
tems that leverage the Internet to simultaneously deliver dialog services to large
populations of users. Second, the development of mobile technologies and intel-
ligent devices, such as smartphones and tablets, have made it possible to deploy
a large number of sensors and to integrate them into dialog systems that provide
multimodal interaction capabilities (i.e., use of different modalities for the input
and/or output of the system) and allow their access in almost every place and at
any time. Third, computational linguistics, the field of artificial intelligence that
focuses on natural language software, has significantly increased speech recogni-
tion, natural language understanding and speech synthesis capabilities [1, 3].

These advances have extended the initial application domains of dialog systems
to complex information retrieval and question answering applications [4], surveys
applications [5], e-commerce systems [6], recommendations systems [7], e-learning
and tutoring systems [8], in-car systems [9], spoken dialog within vehicles [10],
remote control of devices and robots in smart environments [11], Ambient Assisted
Living systems [12], or virtual companions [13].

However, spoken dialog systems are usually employed within single domains,
which are also defined according a static set of strong restrictions. In mobile envi-
ronments, the dynamic support for a wide range of topics and multiple tasks within
one and the same dialog is still a major challenge as people require increasingly
more functionalities in the system [14, 15].

As mobile and smart devices and wearables become widespread and the number
of functionalities and services they provide grows, there appears an increasingly
urgent need for ways of tackling this diversity in a way that is transparent to
the user. This explains why the main providers of mobile operating systems are
working towards developing assistants (e.g. Apple Siri, Google Now or Microsoft
Cortana) to meet this growing demand. Although such systems are endowed with
the capacity to understand and synthesize speech, their conversational capabilities
are very restricted and are usually employed for question and answer exchanges
that involve isolated user-system turns. In order to be able to show a complex
conversational behavior in different domains, a more complex approach is required.

In this paper we contribute a novel approach to generate multi-domain con-
versational systems that are able to hold a conversation in which the user switches
from a domain to the other. Section 2 presents a state of the art of the most
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relevant approaches that exist to address this challenge and how they relate with
our proposal. Section 4 describes our proposal in detail. Section 4 presents the
experimental set-up to show the applicability of our proposal. Section 5 discusses
the results of the evaluation for the developed multi-domain dialog system, and
finally Section 6 presents conclusions and outlines possibilities for future work.

2. State of the art

The most widespread approach to develop multi-domain dialog systems is
based on the use of distributed architectures [16, 17, 18]. These architectures
are based on using a single interface with specific dialog managers to deal with
each domain or set of related tasks. Selecting the most appropriate domain is then
one of the key technologies to develop a multi-domain dialog system [15]. Gasic et
al. have recently proposed a distributed multi-domain dialog architecture in which
dialog policies are organized in a class hierarchy aligned to an underlying knowl-
edge graph [19]. Gaussian process-based reinforcement learning is proposed to
construct generic dialog policies. A policy committee model, based on a Bayesian
committee machine (BCM) is proposed in [20] to further improve the performance
when the data is limited.

To solve the domain identification problem in a multi-domain dialog system,
the initial approach was related to asking users to explicitly specify the domain
[21]. Although this approach prevents the problem of ambiguity caused from
polysemous words, the dialog strategy is not natural and users have to know each
domain in advance [22]. The distributed architecture described in [18] proposes
domain identification computing the most similarity scores of the recognized user
utterance and the grammar/language model of domains. Although it is an implicit
domain identification approach, the identification of ambiguous domains is still
not solved because the similarity scores could be almost the same for polysemous
words.

Pre-selection or post-selection methodologies have been proposed for domain
selection. Preselection methodologies select the most appropriate dialog manager
by considering the features extracted from the user utterance. In this approach,
a specific module is included to parse the user turns and redirect them to the
appropriate single-domain dialog manager [16, 18, 23]. This approach is efficient
in execution time, but requires incorporating domain-specific knowledge to improve
the domain selection process [24, 15].

The domain selection process proposed in [14] is based on a Logistic Regression
(LR) model to classify the current user turn into a specific domain. The features
used for the vectorization of the sentence are: bag of words, bag of bigrams, and
co-occurrence of two words in the same sentence. A one-vs-all classifier was created
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for each subtask that assigned a score to the input sentence. The task with highest
confidence is usually selected; however, if the confidence of the second-ranked task
is close, the Task Manager outputs a disambiguation turn asking the user to add
some domain-related expression.

A series of domain-independent analyzers including linguistic analysis, generic
spoken language understanding (SLU) analysis, and keyword analysis is proposed
in [15]. Based on the analyzed results, domain selection is performed by two-
step approaches: domain ordering and domain filtering. In domain-ordering step,
the domain candidates are listed in descending order of scores computed by a
preselection model. Then, content-based domain filtering is performed for each
domain in order to determine the selected domain.

A two-level SLU approach is proposed in [25], where, at first level, the result
of ASR is tagged and classified by general SLU for domain spotting by employing
a maximum entropy-based classifier using lexical word, dialog acts and previous
domain as classification features. The use of two ontologies is proposed in [26]:
one associated with a broad-coverage SLU module, and a second associated with
a task-domain. The use of Recurrent Neural Networks has been very recently
proposed in [27, 28].

Post-selection methodologies are based on the results provided by the different
dialog managers integrated in the multi-domain system [29]. The main advantage
of this approach is that rich domain-specific features are considered to improve
performance. However, executing all the dialog managers on the unrelated domains
can be a waste of time especially when the number of domains increases [15].

Some techniques for multi-domain semantic speech recognition and under-
standing and language generation have been presented during recent years [30,
31, 32, 33, 34]. In the case of dialog management, the exponential increase of dia-
log states makes it really difficult to create a dialog manager that can serve several
domains using the approaches that are used for single-domain systems [14].

As described in [22], there are two major difficulties for multi-domain dialog
management. The first one is to interpret users’ interested domain correctly given
ambiguous user utterances across different domains. The second one is the high
cost of merging the dialog management of different single-domain systems into one
multi-domain system.

Frame-based representations are usually employed to model the semantic rep-
resentation of the user’ contents in recent proposals to develop multi-domain dialog
systems [35, 29, 24]. The form interpretation algorithm (FIA), the basis for the
VoiceXML standard1, is an example of a model of frame-based dialog manage-

1https://www.w3.org/TR/voicexml20/
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ment. The use of this standard is proposed in [36] to implement multi-domain
dialog systems in which a content manager automatically extracts the contents for
each domain from the Internet and a content spotter selects the most appropriate
source by means of the cosine similarity function.

The “Information State” theory [37] represents a dialog by means of the in-
formation required to differentiate it from other dialogs. This information, which
is also referred as the “discourse context” or the “mental state” represents the
effects of the sum of previous actions during the dialog and the motivation for the
future system actions. According to this theory, the main tasks of an Information
State dialog manager are to update the information state based on the observed
user actions, and then select the next system action. This approach was used to
develop the GodiS architecture, which is proposed in [38] to develop multi-domain
dialog systems. This approach is adopted in [39] to develop a multi-domain SDS
that uses a discriminative classification model for more accurate state updates.

Agent-based dialog management approaches combine the benefits of finite-
state and frame-based dialog management approaches [40]. The dialog managers
developed by means of this approach allow to execute and monitor operations in
dynamically changing application domains. Similarly, the developed dialog man-
agers can benefit from the mixed-initiative approach [41]. The RIME framework
(Robot Intelligence based on Multiple Experts) employs this approach to integrate
different dialog agents, which are specialized in achieving specific tasks by means
or performing physical actions or engaging the user in a dialog [42].

Different example-based dialog management approaches have been recently
proposed to develop multi-domain dialog systems [43, 44, 24, 45]. The dialog
managers developed by means of these approaches employs a database of pairs of
a dialog example and the corresponding system action. As described in different
contributions [46, 47, 24], the dialog managers developed by means of this approach
can be easily and flexibly modified by updating dialog examples in the database,
which is specially important to construct multi-domain dialog managers when
the specific domains or tasks can be frequently expanded or when the limited
knowledge about the task makes very difficult to define rule-based managers.

However, a large number of dialog examples is required to cover the variety
of inputs in the dialog and avoid the situations in which no dialog examples are
available in the database for the specific dialog state. To solve this problem, the
use of dialog corpora automatically acquired from the Web (e.g. social networks
or movie databases) as dialog examples has been proposed in recent proposals
[46, 47]. The use of an active learning framework to reduce the effort required
to construct example bases for each specific domain of a dialog system has been
recently proposed in [43].

During recent years, statistical approaches for dialog management have been
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proposed to automate the processes for developing, deploying and re-deploying
conversational applications and also reduce the time-consuming process required
to manually define rule-based dialog managers [48, 49, 50, 51]. In addition, sta-
tistical dialog managers allow to maintain a probabilistic distribution over many
hypotheses corresponding to system actions for the current dialog state.

The main trend in this area is an increased use of dialog corpus to learn op-
timal dialog strategies using machine-learning methods to develop dialog systems
with more robust performance, improved portability, better scalability, and easier
adaptation to other tasks. The use of training corpus to develop statistical dialog
managers allow to explicitly model the variance in user behaviors and preferences
that can be difficult to address by means of hand-written rules [52]. However,
as described in [53], most of the existing multi-domain spoken dialog systems in
public use rule-based dialog management methodologies [17], and the application
of statistical models in multi-domain dialog management approaches is still pre-
liminary.

3. Our proposal for developing multi-domain dialog systems

Figure 1 shows the complete architecture of a dialog system integrating our
proposal for multi-domain dialog support. As can be observed, the architecture
consists of a set components, linked together by communication channels, that can
be classified into Input and Output Components, Domain Detection Components,
and Natural Language Processing and Dialog Components.

User inputs are processed in the proposed architecture by the Text Inputs and
the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) Components. The Text Inputs Compo-
nent allows to collect text inputs provided by means of the keyboard and tactile
screen of portable devices. Moreover, it can subscribe to any channel and displays
the received message as plain text.

The goal of speech recognition is to obtain the sequence of words uttered by
a speaker. It is a very complex task, as there can be a great deal of variation in
the input the recognizer must analyze, for example, in terms of the linguistics of
the utterance, inter and intra speaker variation, the interaction context and the
transmission channel [54]. In our proposal, the vocabulary of the ASR has to cover
all the vocabularies of the different sub-domains that are included. There are a
number of different open-source tools as well as commercially available products
that allow developers to add domain-independent speech input and output to their
applications. For the Web, we recommend HTML5Web Speech API (Web SAPI)2,

2https://developers.google.com/web/updates/2013/01/Voice-Driven-Web-Apps-Introduction-tothe-
Web-Speech-API?hl=en
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Figure 1: Proposed modular architecture to develop multi-domain dialog systems

while for developing conversational mobile devices we recommend Android Speech
APIs 3. Other recommended open-source tools for speech recognition are AT&T
speech API 4, CMU Sphinx5, and HTK Cambridge6.

Once the dialog system has recognized what the user uttered, it is necessary to
understand what they said. Spoken language processing generally involves mor-
phological, lexical, syntactical, semantic, and pragmatical knowledge [55]. The
dialog manager decides then the next action of the system [50], interpreting the
incoming semantic representation of the user input in the context of the dialog. In
addition, it resolves ellipsis and anaphora, evaluates the relevance and complete-
ness of user requests, identifies and recovers from recognition and understanding

3http://developer.android.com/reference/android/speech/SpeechRecognizer.html
4http://developer.att.com/apis/speech
5http://cmusphinx.sourceforge.net/
6http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/ (Accessed May 5, 2016).
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errors, retrieves information from data repositories, and decides about the next sys-
tem’s response. Natural language generation is the process of obtaining sentences
in natural language from the non-linguistic, internal representation of information
handled by the dialog system [56]. Finally, the TTS module transforms the gen-
erated sentences into synthesized speech [57]. One of the main advantages of our
proposal to develop a multi-domain dialog system is that it integrates the Spo-
ken Language Understanding, Dialog Manager, Natural Language Generator, and
TTS modules of each one the domain-dependent subsystems.

In our proposal the domain of the current user utterance is identified in two
steps. Firstly, a domain ranking is established combining keyword-based and
features-based approaches, the resulting ordered list of domains is filtered in a
second stage to decide the most appropriate one. The second stage uses a data
structure that stores the complete history of the dialog and a statistical model
generated for each domain that is based on it. The data structure is updated by
each of the single-domain systems once they are selected for a particular user turn
as is inputed sequentially to the statistical model corresponding to each domain in
the ordered list until one of them produces an acceptable output. When this hap-
pens, the domain is selected and the corresponding single-domain system is used
to manage the current user turn. The following subsections describe this process
in more detail.

3.1. Domain Ordering: The input sentence analysis

The methodology that we propose to develop the domain detector module
is based on the proposals described in [24, 14]. Our proposal combines keyword-
based and feature-based approaches for automatically classifying the domains. The
keyword spotting technique and the feature-based classification techniques are used
independently to develop a spotter module as described in [24].

The features used for the domain spotter include: Linguistic features (bag of
words, POS tags, bag of bigrams, and co-occurrence of two words in the same sen-
tence), semantic features (dialog acts), and Keyword features extracted using the
traditional keyword spotting method (n-Best keyword and n-best domain class).

To extract the keyword features, we extract more obvious keywords which
are assigned to the weight correlated to the particular domain class using the
term weighting methods [24]. For automatic extraction of keywords from the
dialog corpora, we apply term frequency and inverse document frequency (TF *
IDF) [58] and salience measure [59] as term weighting methods. Although the
linguistic features impose the keyword information using the bag-of-words, the
keyword features are more indicative and reliable features than the pure bag-of-
words to improve the performance of the domain identification.
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As proposed in [14], the domain spotter uses a Logistic Regression (LR) model
[60] to classify the current user turn into a specific domain. A “one-vs-all” classifier
was learned for each specific domain to assign a score to the input sentence. In
the “one-vs-all” or OVA [61] scheme, N different binary classifiers are used, each
one trained to distinguish the examples in a single class from the examples in
all remaining classes. The N classifiers are run to classify each input x, and the
classifier which outputs the largest (most positive) value is chosen. For the i− th
classifier, let the positive examples be all the points in class i, and let the negative
examples be all the points not in class i. Let fi be the i − th classifier. The
classification function is as follows

f(x) = argmax
i

fi(x)

To improve the operation of this classification technique, instead of always
selecting the domain with highest confidence, if the confidence of the second-ranked
domain is close, the Expert Selection informs informs the dialog manager to select a
disambiguation turn asking for the user’s goal. The main objective of these system
turns is to make users add some task-related expressions like “train” or ”weather”
that can be used by the task classifier to make more accurate predictions.

3.2. Domain Filtering: Improving the domain identification

We propose a second step to improve domain identification. A Context Reg-
ister (CR) is defined to store the information about the multi-domain dialogs
considering the list of dialog acts defined for each subsystem. The Spoken Lan-
guage Understanding module of each system is used to extract the information
that is relevant to the corresponding domain and incorporate this information to
the Context Register.

To estimate the probability of the different systems to continue the dialog we
have adapted a recently developed dialog management methodology [50] to deal
with multi-domain dialogs. According to this methodology, a dialog is represented
as a sequence of pairs (Ai, Ui), where Ai is the output of the system (the system
response or turn) at time i, and Ui is the semantic representation of the user turn
(the result of the understanding process of the user input) at time i; both expressed
in terms of dialog acts

(A1, U1), · · · , (Ai, Ui), · · · , (An, Un)

where A1 is the greeting turn of the system (e.g. Welcome to the system. How
can I help you?), and Un is the last user turn (i.e., semantic representation of the
last user utterance provided by the natural language understanding component in
terms of dialog acts).
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At time i, the objective of the dialog manager of each subsystem is to find the
best system answer Ai that allows to continue the dialog. This selection is a local
process for each time i and takes into account the previous history of the dialog,
that is to say, the sequence of states of the dialog preceding time i:

Âi = argmax
Ai∈A

P (Ai|S1, · · · , Si−1) (1)

where set A contains all the possible system answers.
The main problem to resolve this equation is regarding the number of possible

sequences of states, which is usually very large. To solve the problem and extend
the proposed methodology for multi-domain dialog management, we propose the
use of the Context Register as a data structure to store the information provided
by the user throughout the previous history of the dialog. As previously describes,
the contents of the CR are updated by the SLU module of the specific subsystem
that is selected to generate the next system response. The selection of the best
system response Ai is then given by:

Âi = argmax
Ai∈A

P (Ai|CRi−1, Si−1) (2)

As propose to solve Equation 2 by means of a classification process. This
way, every dialog situation (i.e., each possible sequence of dialog acts) is classified
taking into account a set of classes C, in which a class contains all the sequences
that provide the same set of system actions (responses). The objective of the
dialog manager at each moment is to select a class of this set c ∈ C, so that the
system answer is the one associated with the selected class.

The classification function can be defined in several ways. In the previous
evaluation of single-domain dialog systems [50], the best results were obtained
using a multilayer perceptron (MLP) [62] where the input layer holds the input
pair (CRi−1, Si−1) corresponding to the Context Register and the state. The values
of the output layer can be seen as an approximation of the a posteriori probability
of the input belonging to the associated class c ∈ C.

For the multi-domain dialog management, the CR is defined as a matrix struc-
ture in which the number of rows is equal to the number of subsystems that are
combined and the number of columns is equal to the sum of concepts of attributes
defined for each one of them. At the beginning of the dialog, all the positions in
the CR are empty. During the dialog, the positions in the CR are updated to
store the value provided for the SLU module of the corresponding system and the
number of system turn in which it has been included.
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4. Experimental set-up

To evaluate our proposal, we have used our approach to build a multi-domain
dialog system from three already existing systems in different domains: travel
planning, weather forecast and touristic information. We have chosen the domains
so that they are not exclusive, as identifying the appropriate domain to respond
to each user turn would have been very straightforward in disparate domains. On
the contrary, the domains selected share many concepts (e.g. cities are relevant
for the three domains) and thus the task of selecting the best domains for each
input is not obvious.

4.1. The TRAVEL-PLANNING task

The dialog system developed for the DIHANA project provides railway infor-
mation [63]. The Interaction Register defined for the task consists of the possible
queries that users can make (Timetables-Query, Fares-Query, Train-Type-Query,
Trip-Time-Query, or Services-Query) and ten attributes that they must pro-
vide to complete these queries (Origin, Destination, Departure-Date, Arrival-Date,
Departure-Hour, Arrival-Hour, Ticket-Class, Train-Type, Order-Number, and Ser-
vices). Users can also provide three task-independent dialog acts (Affirmation,
Negation, and Not-Understood).

A total of 51 system responses were defined, which can be classified into ques-
tions to require data from the user (e.g., Question:Departure-Date, Question:Depar-
ture-Hour), confirmations of concepts and attributes (e.g., Confirmation:Train-
Type, Confirmation:Ticket-Class), answers obtained after a query to the database
(e.g., Answer:Timetables, Answer:Fares), and responses related to dialog formali-
ties (e.g., 0pening, Closing, Acceptance, Rejection, Waiting, Not-understood, etc.).

A set of 900 dialogs was acquired in the project by means of the Wizard of
Oz technique [64], which allows the acquisition of a dialog corpus by means of of
users interacting with an interface without knowing that the responses are being
generated by a human, not a real spoken dialog system. These dialogs were used
to train the statistical models for the SLU and dialog management modules of the
system. Figure 2 shows an example of a dialog for the railway information system.
Turns with S refer to system turns, and turns with U refer to user turns.

4.2. The WEATHER task

We also developed a dialog system to give users easy access to weather forecast
information in Spain by means of spoken natural language. This information is
automatically obtained from the website of the Spanish Meteorological Agency
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S1: Welcome to the system. How can I help you?
(Opening)
U1: I want to know timetables from Madrid to Valencia.
(Timetables-Query) Origin:Madrid Destination:Valencia
S2: Tell me the departure date.
(Question:Departure-Date)
U2: Next Tuesday during the morning.
Departure-Date: 08/05/2016 Departure-Hour : 07.00-14.00
S3: There are two trains. The first one leaves at 10.00 and the second one leaves at 11.30. Do you
want anything else?
(Answer:Timetables) (Question:New-Query)
U3: Yes, the price for the first train in standard class.
(Affirmation) Question:Fares Order-Number : First Ticket-Class: Standard
S4: The price is 57.9 euros. Anything else?
(Answer:Fares) (Question:New-Query)
U4: No, thank you.
(Rejection)
S5: Thanks for using this service. Have a good trip.
(Closing)

Figure 2: Example of a dialog for the TRAVEL-PLANNING task

(AEMET7). The semantics of this task follow the definitions for the CUED dialog
acts [65] and it is similar to the one defined for the weather information domain
by similar systems [24, 14, 15].

The system allows users to ask for information (request) or to confirm if some-
thing is a specific weather forecast is probable (confirm). The information that
is provide by the system includes general weather conditions (e.g., sunny, windy,
cloudy), temperature ranges, precipitation probabilities, humidity, visibility, pres-
sure, wind direction, wind speed, pollution (in the range Low to Very High),
strength of the ultraviolet (UV) radiation (in the range 1 to 8), and pollen (in the
range Low to Very High).

The Interaction Register for the task includes the possible queries that users
can make (Weather-State-Query, Temperatures-Query, Rains-Query, Humidity-
Query, Visibility-Query, Pressure-Query, Wind-Direction-Query, Pollution-Query,
Wind-Speed-Query, UV-Query,Weather-State-Confirmation, Temperatures-Confir-
mation, Rains-Confirmation, Humidity-Confirmation, Visibility-Confirmation, Pres-
sure-Confirmation, Wind-Direction-Confirmation, Wind-Speed-Confirmation, UV-
Confirmation, or Pollution-Confirmation) and the attributes to complete these
queries (Location, Dates, Hours, and Weather-State). Users can also provide three
task-independent dialog acts (Affirmation, Negation, and Not-Understood).

The system responses can be classified into questions to require data from

7http://www.aemet.es
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the user (e.g., Question:Dates, Question:Location), confirmations of concepts and
attributes (e.g., Confirmation:Weather-State, Confirmation:Dates), answers ob-
tained after a query to the database (e.g., Answer:Rains-Query, Answer:Weather-
State), and responses related to dialog formalities (e.g., 0pening, Closing, Accep-
tance, Rejection, Waiting, Not-understood, etc.).

A set of 300 human-human dialogs was acquired for the task to train the
statistical models for the ASR and SLU modules of the system. Figure 3 shows
an example of a dialog for the WEATHER task.

S1: Welcome to the system. How can I help you?
(Opening)
U1: I want to know the temperature for tomorrow morning in Valencia.
(Temperatures-Query) Location:Valencia Dates:11/05/2016 Hours:07.00-14.00
S2: The temperature for tomorrow morning is expected to be high. Around 18 degrees at 07.00 and
26 degrees at 14.00. Anything else?
(Answer:Temperatures) (Question:New-Query)
U2: It is going to rain?
Rains-Query
S3: There is a chance of isolated downpours mainly across western areas at the end of the morning.
Do you want anything else?
(Answer:Rains-Query) (Question:New-Query)
U3: No, thank you.
(Rejection)
S4: Thanks for using this service. Have a good day.
(Closing)

Figure 3: Example of a dialog for the WEATHER task

4.3. The TOURIST-INFORMATION task

The third practical system that we have integrated for the practical application
of our proposal provides tourist information for different cities in Spain [66] The
information provided is related to interesting spots and monuments, restaurants
and bars, theater listings, and movie showtimes. This information is retrieved
from different web repositories, most of them updated daily.

The system allow users to complete 5 types of queries (Interesting-Spots, Hotel-
Booking, Restaurants-Bars, Theater-Listings, and Movie-Showtimes). The at-
tributes required by the system to generate a response to the different user queries
and the different system responses are shown in Table 1. A total of 56 system
actions (DAs) were defined taking into account the information that the system
provides, asks or confirms. Users can also provide 3 task-independent dialog acts
(Affirmation, Negation, and Not-Understood).

A set of 200 dialogs was acquired with the system by means of its interaction
with 20 recruited users [66]. These users followed a set of scenarios that specified a
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Query Attributes System responses
Interesting-Spots City Ask-City, Confirm-City, Provide-Sightseeing
Hotel Booking City Ask-City, Confirm-City

Hotel Name Ask-Hotel Name, Confirm-Hotel Name
Hotel Category Ask-Hotel Category Name, Confirm-Hotel Category
Check in Date Ask-Check in Date, Confirm-Check in Date
Check out Date Ask-Check out Date, Confirm-Check out Date
Number Rooms Ask-Number Rooms, Confirm-Number Rooms
Number People Ask-Number People, Confirm-Number People

Theater Listings City Ask-City, Confirm-City
Movie Showtimes Category Ask-Category, Confirm-Category

Show Ask-Show, Confirm-Show
Theater Ask-Theater, Confirm-Theater
Cinema Ask-Cinema, Confirm-Cinema
Date Ask-Date, Confirm-Date
Hour Ask-Hour, Confirm-Hour

Provide-Theater Listings
Restaurants Bars City Ask-City, Confirm-City

Type Ask-Type, Confirm-Type
Price Ask-Price, Confirm-Price

Provide-RestaurantsBars Information

Table 1: Semantic representation defined to model the TOURIST-INFORMATION task

set of objectives that must be fulfilled by the user at the end of the dialog. Figure
1 shows an example of a dialog extracted from this corpus.

S1: Welcome to the system. How can I help you?
(Opening)
U1: I want to know the information about the most interesting places to visit in Valencia.
S2: I recommend you to visit the following places in Valencia ... Anything else?
(Answer:Interesting-Places) (Question:New-Query)
U2: Can you tell me the theater listings for El Musical theater today?
(Answer:Interesting-Places) (Question:New-Query)
S2: For the El Musical theater, there is a play called Cabanyal Intim today at 22.00... Anything else?
U3: No, thank you.
(Rejection)
S4: Thanks for using this service. Have a good day.
(Closing)

Figure 4: Example of a dialog for the TOURIST-INFORMATION task

5. Evaluation

This section describes the process followed for the evaluation of our proposal
with the previously described experimental set-up. We have completed an evalu-
ation of the domain ranking and filtering processes, and an overall assessment of
the complete proposed architecture with simulated and real users.
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5.1. Evaluation of the input sentence analysis and the domain ranking step

Before evaluating the complete proposal for the development of multi-domain
dialog systems, we assessed the correct operation of the input sentences analysis
and domain ranking. We trained the described model using a total of 2461 sample
sentences extracted from the dialogs and the training samples of the Spoken Lan-
guage Understanding modules of each domain. A test set of 492 sample sentences
was used for the evaluation.

Table 2 shows the results of the evaluation of the proposed input sentence
analysis for domain ranking. As it can be observed, the best results were obtained
using TF * IDF. This result shows that the use of keyword features is helpful to
improve the performance of domain identification and that the spotter module is
able of detecting each specific domain. The errors encountered most often corre-
sponded to turns where there was no proper task information or to turns that were
valid for more than one task (for example, ”not” or ”next Friday”).

Baseline (only linguistic features) 83.67%
+ Semantic features 86.37%

+ Keyword features (TF * IF) 89.72%
+ Keyword features (Salience) 87.91%

Table 2: Evaluation of the input sentence analysis and domain ranking

5.2. Evaluation of the domain filtering step

The same training and test partitions were used to evaluate our proposal for
domain filtering. As it have been described in Section 3.2, the Context Register is
considered to take the previous history of the dialog into account for the evaluation
of the proposed classification-based methodology. Table 3 shows the results of the
evaluation considering only the use of the proposed domain filtering technique
for the domain detection, an also the combination of the domain ranking and
domain filtering techniques as explained in Section 3.2. As it can be observed, the
combination of both techniques allows to improve the domain detection rate in a
3.7% absolute.

Using only domain filtering 88.67%
Domain Ranking + Domain filtering 92.37%

Table 3: Evaluation of the domain filtering
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5.3. Overall evaluation of our proposal

A previously developed statistical user simulation technique [67] has been used
to complete a detailed evaluation of our proposal. The use of this kind of techniques
has been already used in previous work to evaluate proposals to develop multi-
domain dialog systems [20, 27, 68, 29, 24].

The statistical user simulation technique allows to evaluate a dialog system
by means of the automatic generation of a number of dialogs with reduced effort.
The semantics for the user model is defined by means of the list of user dialog acts
defined for the dialog systems that are combined in the multi-domain approach.
The user model takes into account the user dialog acts that have provided by
the model until the current state of the dialog, the last system response, and
the objective(s) specified for the dialog. These objectives are defined by means
of dialog scenarios. Table 4 shows the complete set of scenarios defined for the
practical evaluation of our proposal for the described domains.

Scenario Description
Travel-Planning1 Obtain timetables for a specific origin, destination, and date.
Travel-Planning2 Obtain fares for a specific origin, destination, date, and type of train.
Travel-Planning3 Obtain timetables and fares for a specific origin, destination, and date.
Travel-Planning4 Obtain timetables and fares for a specific origin, destination, date, and hour.
Travel-Planning5 Obtain timetables and fares for a specific origin, destination, date, and type of

train.
Weather1 Obtain weather forecast for a specific city and dates.
Weather2 Confirm weather forecast for a specific city and dates.
Weather3 Obtain weather forecast and temperatures for a specific city and dates.
Weather4 Confirm weather forecast and obtain temperatures for a specific city and dates.
Weather5 Confirm weather forecast and obtain pollution and UV levels for a specific city

and dates.
Tourist-Information1 Obtain interesting spots for a specific city.
Tourist-Information2 Book an hotel for a specific city and dates (rest of attributes are optional).
Tourist-Information3 Book a ticket for a specific theater or cinema, city and dates (rest of attributes

are optional).
Tourist-Information4 Obtain information for a specific type of restaurants/bars (rest of attributes

are optional).
Tourist-Information5 Tourist-Information1 + Tourist-Information2.

Table 4: Set of scenarios defined for the evaluation of the dialog systems by means of the
user simulation technique

Firstly, we completed a comparative evaluation of each one of the systems
developed to deal with a single domain and the multi-domain system developed
by means of our proposal. A total of 200 dialogs were simulated for each one of the
scenarios defined for each sub-domain dialog system. Table 5 shows the percentage
of successful simulated dialogs and average number of turns for each scenario. As
it can be observed, the multi-domain dialog system achieves similar values that
the single-domain systems for the complete set of scenarios.
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Use of each specific dialog system
Travel-Planning1 96.1% - 5.2 Weather1 99.7% - 4.3 Tourist-Information1 99.6% - 3.1
Travel-Planning2 94.3% - 5.6 Weather2 99.5% - 4.5 Tourist-Information2 92.1% - 6.9
Travel-Planning3 93.1% - 6.3 Weather3 98.1% - 5.6 Tourist-Information3 91.3% - 7.6
Travel-Planning4 93.0% - 6.7 Weather4 97.6% - 5.8 Tourist-Information4 96.2% - 4.2
Travel-Planning5 92.6% - 7.3 Weather5 88.1% - 7.9 Tourist-Information5 94.3% - 8.8

Use of the multi-domain dialog system
Travel-Planning1 96.1% - 5.2 Weather1 99.7% - 4.3 Tourist-Information1 99.6% - 3.1
Travel-Planning2 94.3% - 5.6 Weather2 99.4% - 4.5 Tourist-Information2 92.1% - 6.9
Travel-Planning3 92.8% - 6.4 Weather3 97.9% - 5.8 Tourist-Information3 90.8% - 7.7
Travel-Planning4 92.9% - 6.7 Weather4 97.6% - 5.8 Tourist-Information4 96.2% - 4.2
Travel-Planning5 92.1% - 7.5 Weather5 86.9% - 8.3 Tourist-Information5 93.9% - 9.1

Table 5: Results of the comparative evaluation of the single dialog systems and the multi-
domain system

Then, we evaluated the operation of our proposal for the combination of these
scenarios to define multi-domain dialogs. Table 6 shows the results of the eval-
uation for a set of combined scenarios. As it can be observed, the multi-domain
system obtains satisfactory results in the identification of the different domains
and the achievement of the objectives defined in the combinations of scenarios.

Combination of two scenarios
TP1+W1 98.7% - 6.4 TP1+TI1 97.3% - 5.5 W1+TI1 99.6% - 4.7
TP2+W2 97.1% - 6.8 TP2+TI2 92.6% - 7.2 W2+TI2 93.21% - 7.1
TP3+W4 93.1% - 7.1 TP3+TI3 90.8% - 8.0 W4+TI2 92.1% - 7.2
TP5+W5 87.3% - 8.2 TP5+TI5 93.6% - 9.1 W4+TI5 93.9% - 9.1

Combination of three scenarios
TP1+W1+TI1 97.1% - 6.8 TP1+W2+TI2 96.2% - 7.1 TP3+W1+TI1 92.6% - 7.2
TP3+W2+TI2 91.0% - 7.8 TP4+W3+TI2 90.9% - 7.7 TP5+W4+TI5 89.1% - 9.6

Table 6: Results of the evaluation combining scenarios (TP:Travel-Planning, W:Weather,
TI:Tourist-Information)

5.4. Evaluation with real users

Finally, we evaluated the behavior of the multi-domain system with real users
using a subset of the scenarios designed for the user simulation. A total of 150
dialogs were recorded from interactions of six users employing the system. The
evaluation was carried out by students and lecturers in our department following
the types of scenarios described in the paper in different settings . An objective
and subjective evaluation were carried out. We considered the following measures
for the objective evaluation: i) Dialog success rate; ii) Average number of turns
per dialog (nT); iii) Confirmation rate. It was computed as the ratio between
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Success Rate 94%
Average Number of Turns 7.8

Confirmation Rate 25%
%ECR 86%
nCE 0.92
nNCE 0.16

Table 7: Results of the objective evaluation of the multi-domain dialog system with real
users

the number of explicit confirmations turns (nCT) and the number of turns in the
dialog (nCT/nT); iv) Average number of corrected errors per dialog (nCE). This
is the average of errors detected and corrected by the dialog manager; v) Average
number of uncorrected errors per dialog (nNCE). This is the average of errors
not corrected by the dialog manager. Only errors that modify the values of the
attributes are considered; vi) Error correction rate (%ECR). The percentage of
corrected errors, computed as nCE/ (nCE + nNCE).

The results presented in Table 7 show that in most cases the multi-domain
system has the capability of correctly interacting with the user. The values ob-
tained for the average number of turns were slightly higher than the ones obtained
with the user simulation, as in some dialogs the real users provided additional
information which was not mandatory for the corresponding scenario or asked for
additional information not included in the definition of the scenario once its ob-
jectives were achieved. The main problem detected was related to user utterances
misrecognized with a very high ASR confidence. This erroneous information was
annotated in the Context Register and forwarded to the specific dialog managers.
However, as the success rate shows, this fact did not have a considerable impact
on the system operation.

In addition, we asked the users to complete a questionnaire to assess their
subjective opinion about the system performance. The questionnaire included
the five questions described in Table 8. The possible answers for each one of
the questions were the same: Never/Not at all, Seldom/In some measure, Some-
times/Acceptably, Usually/Well, and Always/Very Well. All the answers were
assigned a numeric value between one and five. From the results, it can be ob-
served that the multi-domain system is considered to correctly understand the
different user queries, facility of obtaining the data required to fulfill the complete
set of objectives of the scenario, and the suitability of the interaction rate during
the dialog.
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Question Mean Standard deviation
How well did the system understand you? 4.3 0.4
How well did you understand the system messages? 4.4 0.5
Was it easy for you to get the requested information? 4.6 0.4
Was the interaction rate adequate? 4.3 0.4
Was it easy for you to correct the system errors? 3.7 0.6
In general, are you satisfied with the performance of the system? 4.5 0.3

Table 8: Results of the subjective evaluation of the multi-domain dialog system with real
users (1=worst, 5=best evaluation)

6. Conclusions

The development of multi-domain dialog systems still poses a grand challenge
due mainly to two big problems: (1) identifying the domain for the current turn is
not obvious and misrecognizing it would lead the system to assign the management
of the current turn to a dialog manager that is not able to deal with it appropriately,
(2) once the domain has been identified, managing the interaction for that domain
making the most of the available single-domain resources.

In this paper we describe a proposal that addresses these two questions with
an architectures that can be incorporated on top of the already existing single-
domain systems in order to build a multi-domain dialog system in such a way
that the single-domain system do not have to be modified and their resources (e.g.
existing ASR and DM modules) can be exploited. The process performed using
this architecture is comprised of two stages in which for each user turn the best
single-domain dialog system is used to generate the multi-domain system response.
In the first stage, the single domains are sorted from most to less probable taking
into account the user utterance. At a second stage, a domain is chosen from the
list using a statistical model of the conversation in each domain. Incorporating
the second stage allows to refine the ranking that is computed with the first stage.

We have evaluated the proposal by building a multi-domain dialog system from
three already existing systems in different but related domains. The evaluation
results show that introducing the second stage outperforms the scenario in which
only the first stage is used. Although the first stage has very good performance,
as it is based only on the user utterance if the wording used is very general (e.g. it
does not contain words that are highly specific for a particular domain), in these
situations adding a second stage based on a model of the interaction in each domain
make it possible to take the system back on track by selecting a more appropriate
domain. The evaluation has been performed using a simulated user that allow the
generate a high number of dialogs to assess the proposal in detail covering a high
number of situations. These positive outcomes also apply with real recruited users.
The results validate our proposal both when the multi-domain system generated
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is used in each of the single domains separately and when the conversation is
multi-domain.

For future work we are interested in exploring new avenues of research to
directly build multi-domain systems that do not rely on previously existing single-
domain systems. The challenge in this case will be to maintain the cost-effectiveness
of the approach by using novel learning algorithms that work over scarce multi-
domain conversational data.
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